Distinct mechanism for long-term contrast adaptation
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To optimize perception, neurons in the visual system adapt to the current environment to improve its function. Neurons in the retina and visual cortex, for example, decrease their sensitivity after prolonged exposure to a high contrast environment (for reviews, see refs. 1 and 2). Such adaptation is hypothesized to increase the efficiency of neural coding by bringing responses down from ceiling levels and allowing neurons to respond differentially to the high contrast values that are the most likely stimuli in that environment. Because adaptation effects are both large and common in the natural world, understanding them is a key component of any account of visual function (3).

Effects of contrast adaptation are evident almost immediately after onset of an adapting stimulus but get stronger and longer-lasting as the adaptation period grows in duration. This duration scaling law has been observed for both firing rates of retinal ganglion cells and contrast detection measurements of human observers (4, 5).

How the visual system produces these temporal dynamics remains the subject of debate (Fig. 1). One theory proposes that a single neural mechanism controls contrast adaptation at multiple time-scales (putting aside extremely rapid effects that occur within 100–200 ms; refs. 5 and 6). As the adapting period grows longer, this mechanism increases its confidence in its estimates of the current environment. Increased confidence, in turn, produces stronger adaptation effects and also increases the evidence required to convince the system that the environment has changed back to its original state, yielding longer-lasting aftereffects.

Alternatively, contrast adaptation might be controlled by multiple neural mechanisms, each tuned to a different preferred timescale (7, 8). As the adapting period grows longer, mechanisms tuned to longer timescales exert increased control over adaptation. The dynamics of such mechanisms would most naturally operate at similar long time scales and would produce long-lasting aftereffects. The experiments reported here test between these two alternatives, using behavioral measurements of long-term contrast adaptation in human observers.

We tested whether long-term human contrast adaptation is controlled by the same neural mechanisms that mediate shorter-term adaptation, or whether it is controlled by distinct mechanisms. We first measured adaptation over an unprecedentedly wide range of durations, from a few minutes to 8 h in length, using recently developed “altered reality” technology (9) that enables study of adaptation durations longer than those previously investigated in the laboratory. Our results showed substantial growth in the strength and duration of effects as a function of adapting time.

We then borrowed a procedure from the classical learning literature, and recent motor adaptation literature, to test for the existence of unique long-term mechanisms of contrast adaptation (10, 11). Effects of 4 h of adaptation were rapidly cancelled by reexposing subjects to images of the natural world for 15 min (Fig. 1E). When subjects were then returned to the testing environment, this deadaptation wore off rapidly, leading to spontaneous recovery of the original adaptation effect. These results strongly suggest the operation of at least two independent mechanisms controlling adaptation, a short-term one that was affected by the viewing of natural images and a long-term one that was not.

Results

Our initial experiment tested whether contrast adaptation continued to grow in strength over very long adapting durations. Subjects viewed the natural world with most vertical energy removed for 1, 4, or 8 h; this contrast deprivation was achieved by using a novel display comprised of a head-mounted video camera that fed into a laptop computer that, in turn, drove a head-mounted display (9). Real-time image processing on the laptop removed most first-order vertical information (Fig. 2 A and B). Adaptation strength was measured as a tilt aftereffect (TAE), where subjects adjusted the orientation of two 45° components of a plaid pattern until its checks appeared square (Methods; see Fig. 5).

Both the strength and duration of aftereffects rose as the adaptation period grew from 1 to 8 h (Fig. 2 C–E). Depriving subjects of vertical produced a positive TAE, indicating that the two component gratings of the test pattern appeared to be tilted toward vertical. Adaptation likely increased the responsiveness (gain) of neurons tuned to vertical, causing the population response to diagonal gratings to be biased toward vertical (9). Note that these results are the opposite of the traditional TAE, where exposure to a high contrast vertical grating causes diagonal gratings to appear tilted away from vertical, interpreted as arising from a decrease in gain of vertical neurons.

Longer adaptation durations produced stronger adaptation effects. Fig. 2D shows the average aftereffect magnitude from the first 10 s of the posttest time series. Magnitudes increased approximately linearly with the logarithm of adaptation duration [r(6) = 2.82, P < 0.05].

Longer adaptation durations also produced longer lasting effects. The TAE was greatest immediately after adaptation and...
The meter icon is meant to capture this decay, by an analogy to a parking meter or other analog timer. (D) An alternative account proposes that a second mechanism (l-t, long-term) with a longer time constant becomes active after long adaptation durations. Neural responsiveness is adjusted to the sum of signals of the two mechanisms. (E) For the two-mechanism case, adaptation followed by rapid deadaptation may cause opposing signals from the two mechanisms. Decay will affect the short-term mechanism first, leading to spontaneous recovery of adaptation due to the long-term mechanism.

decayed rapidly thereafter. Both exponential and power functions fit the initial decay reasonably well, in line with prior reports of the decay of contrast adaptation (4, 5). Strikingly, for both the 4- and 8-h durations, the decay asymptoted to a positive effect. Fig. 2E shows the average aftereffect magnitude for the late interval, 270–300 s of the posttest timeseries, where magnitudes of the 4- and 8-h aftereffects, but not the 1-h effect, were reliably greater than zero \(t(6) = 2.62, 3.06, 0.47; P < 0.04, P < 0.03, P > 0.5\).

**Adaptation to Deprivation Is a Form of Contrast Adaptation.** Does deprivation engage unique mechanisms of adaptation? It seems likely that this adaptation is controlled by the same mechanism involved in “traditional” contrast adaptation, where subjects view a high contrast pattern and tilt aftereffects are in the opposite direction of those reported here. A simple account of both these and our results is that the same controlling mechanism either increases or decreases neural gain relative to baseline. During deprivation, this mechanism increases gain so that any small bit of contrast in the environment is faithfully transmitted. During traditional adaptation, the same mechanism decreases gain so that neurons are not near saturation and can accurately signal small changes in the (high) level of contrast in the environment.

To test whether similar mechanisms are engaged by the two paradigms, we replicated the previous experiment, but increased contrast, exposing subjects for long durations to contrasts double that found in the natural environment. Four hours of exposure to high contrast at a single orientation produced robust aftereffects (Fig. 3B) that decayed to a nonzero asymptote \(t(7) = 3.12, P < 0.02\). Note the aftereffect now plots negative, because adaptation decreased sensitivity to the adapted orientation.

If the same mechanism that controls effects of deprivation also controls traditional contrast adaptation, then deprivation should produce effects over the shorter-term timescales used in the more traditional experiments. To test this possibility, we deprived subjects for shorter durations, including 1, 3, 10, and 30 min. Adaptation was visible for all durations tested (Fig. 3C). Effects were statistically reliable in the first 10 s of all conditions tested and grew stronger with adapting duration. Overall, effects of adaptation in this experiment were stronger than in our original experiment. This difference was likely due to testing variations—for efficiency, subjects for short durations were adapted and tested in up to six sessions daily with as little as 30 min between
them. It seems likely however, that some adaptation carried over from session to session inflating the overall values; indeed, effects were bigger for the last two repetitions than the first two \(t(6) = 4.88, P < 0.01\). Nevertheless, it is clear that contrast deprivation can produce adaptation at short durations and that effects grow stronger as durations lengthen.

**Separate Short- and Long-Term Mechanisms.** Do the same mechanisms control both short- and long-term adaptation? To answer this question, we borrowed a paradigm from the classical learning literature \((10, 11)\). If an animal is taught to form a strong, long-term association between a stimulus and a behavior, and then is rapidly conditioned to learn a short-term association between a different behavior and that same stimulus, the animal will initially exhibit the second behavior when cued with the stimulus. Over time, however, the long-term association will “spontaneously recover” and the animal will revert to the first behavior. The simplest explanation of this pattern of results is that the long-term association remained intact while the short-term association was learned and then forgotten, and so spontaneous recovery argues strongly that the two associations were controlled by separate mechanisms.

To test whether mechanisms controlling long- and short-term contrast adaptation can be similarly separated, we adapted subjects for 4 h, and immediately deadapted them rapidly for 15 min by allowing them to view natural, unaltered images. If adaptation is controlled by separate mechanisms, then deadaptation may cause a short-term mechanism to signal for “negative” adaptation that may counteract a signal for positive adaptation from a long-term mechanism, much as animal conditioning can produce short-term associations that override long-term ones \((11D)\). Thus, immediately after deadaptation, there may be no behavioral aftereffect of the initial adaptation. Over continued testing, however, the short-term adaptation should fade, and the long-term adaptation should reemerge, leading to spontaneous recovery of the aftereffect.

Our results showed strong evidence of spontaneous recovery (Fig. 4A). The “deadaptation test” followed 4 h of adaptation, known from experiment 1 to produce a large long-lasting aftereffect, and then 15 min of natural viewing. Deadaptation reduced the tilt aftereffect measure to near zero \(t(11) = 0.26, P > 0.80\) vs. zero for first 30 s of test, but strikingly, the aftereffect spontaneously recovered over time during the test \(t(11) > 2.88, P < 0.02\) for 90–120 s; linear trend 0–120 s, \(t(11) = 2.35, P < 0.04\).

We also tested for a second pattern of results, to provide additional evidence of separate long- and short-term mechanisms. We followed the test for spontaneous recovery with a brief 8-min adaptation period. If the short- and long-term mechanisms are distinct, then this 8-min period should be enough to fully cancel out the deadaptation, and so should produce much larger aftereffects than normally seen for 8 min of adaptation. Our results showed this predicted pattern. An initial 8 min of adaptation produced a moderate TAE that decayed quickly \((6) = 2.35, P < 0.05\). Eight minutes of adaptation after deadaptation produced a larger aftereffect than the pretest \((t(11) = 2.29, P < 0.05)\).

Together, these results demonstrate independent control of short- and long-term adaptation. Short-term deadaptation did not permanently cancel long-term adaptation, whose ongoing strength spontaneously recovered.

Our results are consistent with an intuitive model of control of adaptation containing two mechanisms responsive to adaptation at different timescales. In this model, long-term adaptation caused

---

Fig. 3. Contrast enhancement and short-term adaptation. (A) Shows an example adapting image with vertical energy enhanced. (B) Shows tilt aftereffects measured after 4 h of adaptation to such images. Enhancement generated long lasting adaptation of the opposite sign from deprivation. (C) Shows tilt aftereffects measured after short-term deprivation. These effects were reliable and grew with adapting duration.

Fig. 4. Results of deadaptation experiment. (A) Plots tilt aftereffect measured after an initial 8 min of adaptation (pre-test), after 4 h of deprivation and 15 min of viewing unfiltered images (deadapt), and after a final 8 min period of adaptation (post-test). The deadaptation curve shows spontaneous recovery. (B) Fits of a model to the data that contains two separate mechanisms controlling adaptation. The model accounted for >80% of the variance. (C) The decay functions for the two mechanisms identified by the model fitting. One is a short-term mechanism that decays rapidly, and the other is a longer-term mechanism.
both short- and long-term mechanisms to signal for increased responsiveness of vertical-preferring neurons (we assume the measured behavioral aftereffect reflects the sum of the outputs of both mechanisms). During subsequent viewing of unfiltered natural images, the high responsiveness in the vertical neurons was inappropriate (it would have led to a perceptual dominance of vertical), and so generated an error signal, which was corrected by the short-term mechanisms signaling for a decrease in neural gain.

This negative signal summed with a lingering positive signal in the long-term mechanism, yielding no reliable aftereffect. Continued testing, however, allowed the negative signal to decay, because subjects saw no verticals, and let the adaptation produced by the long-term mechanism reappear. Finally, the subsequent 8-min adaptation produced additional positive signal from the short-term mechanism, which combined with the lingering positive signal from the long-term mechanism to yield a strong aftereffect.

Simple Two-Mechanism Model. To verify this intuitive account, we fit a model to our data that contains two mechanisms controlling adaptation (11). The output of the model is the sum of the output of the two mechanisms and corresponds to a gain setting for neurons affected by adaptation, which we assume is equal to our measured tilt aftereffect. Each mechanism adjusts its output to reduce the discrepancy between the current gain setting and an optimal one for the current environment according to a simple difference equation that has two free parameters:

\[ x_i(t + 1) = ax_i(t) + be(t), \]

where \( x_i \) is the output of the \( i \)th mechanism, \( t \) indexes time, and \( e \) is the difference between the current total model output and the current desired gain setting.

Free parameters \( a \) and \( b \) control the gain and timescale of the mechanism. Large values of \( a \) make the mechanism give more weight to its past state, which makes it more sluggish, producing longer-term effects. The model also contained parameters for the optimal gains that were used to compute the error term. We assumed that our testing condition was neutral, and so we fixed its optimal gain to zero. We arbitrarily set the optimal gain for deprivation to 10 and allowed the optimal gain during deadaptation to vary as a final free parameter of the model. We then fit the model to our data, minimizing mean squared error between the model output and the aftereffects measured in all three tests.

The model fit the data well (Fig. 4B), accounting for over 80% of the total variance in the data. The parameters that best fit the data produced one mechanism with a rapid timescale and another with a slower timescale (Fig. 4C), confirming the intuitive account sketched above. The model also fit the two nonsignificant trends in our data, an initial negative aftereffect below zero after deadaptation, and a nonzero asymptote in the pretest. Future work should look at whether these trends can be reliable in some circumstances; neither alters the main implication of our results, that separate mechanisms control short- and long-term contrast adaptation.

Discussion

Adapting to removal of an orientation produced aftereffects that grew in strength and duration as the adapting period grew longer. We term this relationship the duration scaling law, and it has been confirmed in prior work that measured contrast detection, the tilt aftereffect, the motion aftereffect, and adaptation that results from viewing a face (4, 12–14). These studies used short durations, generally a few minutes in length. Our results showed that the duration scaling law in contrast adaptation holds for durations an order of magnitude longer than those tested previously, up to 8 h in length.

Our final experiment showed that especially long-lasting effects of contrast adaptation were produced by a separate mechanism from the one that controls shorter-term adaptation. After long-term adaptation and short-term deadaptation, we observed recovery of the aftereffects of adaptation. This spontaneous recovery shows that short-term adaptation can be manipulated independently from long-term adaptation and implies the existence of at least two control mechanisms with differing timescales. Our data cannot be explained by a model of adaptation that contains just a single mechanism that gains confidence as adaptation duration increases (5, 6). It remains possible, however, that each of the multiple mechanisms controlling contrast adaptation gain confidence as the duration approaches their preferred temporal interval (7).

Relatively long-term effects have also been induced by long adaptation durations in studies of binocular rivalry, color adaptation, stereo adaptation, adaptation to reduced contrast, and adaptation astigmatic lenses (15–19). Whether this adaptation arises from the same mechanism as shorter-term adaptation, or whether it arises from unique long-term mechanisms, has not been tested in any of these domains, however.

One notable exception is the McCollough effect, which is also long lasting and has recently been shown in an elegant study to have isolatable short- and long-term components (8). The McCollough effect differs in important ways from other types of adaptation, however. Most notably, it does not show the basic duration scaling effect; very long-lasting adaptation, with a decay rate of virtually zero, is produced even by very short adaptation durations. The McCollough effect also shows a large amount of eye specificity, indicating that it has a larger precortical component than the tilt aftereffect (20).

Long-lasting effects from relatively short adaptation durations have also been found in one study of the tilt aftereffect, where adaptation durations only 4 min in length led to an effect that initially decayed rapidly, but asymptoted at <10% of its maximum level, where it persisted for many days (21). Shorter durations of only 1.5 min failed to produce a long-lasting effect. Although suggestive of multiple mechanisms, such results could also be produced by a single one whose effects become more durable as the adapting period lengthens.

Another prior study reported spontaneous recovery of a tilt aftereffect after 30 min of adaptation and 2 min of deadaptation (22). The adaptation in this study, however, was comprised of exposure to a grating oriented 10° from vertical, whereas the deadaptation consisted of exposure to a grating oriented 20° the
opposite direction from vertical. The subsequent spontaneous recovery was likely produced by separate mechanisms tuned to the two adapting orientations, with each observing the duration scaling law and combining to influence the tilt aftereffect. Separate mechanisms tuned to different orientations have long been components of most models of visual processing.

Short-term contrast adaptation also shows a “spacing” effect (22, 23). For example, five periods of adaptation, each lasting 2 min, interspersed with 1 min of recovery, produced stronger, longer-lasting aftereffects than 10 min of continuous adaptation. One interpretation of these results is that spacing produces decay in a short-term mechanism that, in turn, produces stronger input to, and adaptation in, a subsequent long-term mechanism. An alternative interpretation of spacing effects, however, is that they are produced by savings in relearning, where a second episode of adaptation produces stronger adaptation than an initial one. Spontaneous recovery is less explainable by this alternative account. In addition, the longer-term adaptation produced in this prior work decayed almost completely over 15 min of testing, and so is unlikely to explain the spontaneous recovery we observed, which followed 15 min of deadaptation. Thus, the present results identify a mechanism an order of magnitude more long term than measured before and provide stronger evidence for the existence of multiple mechanisms underlying the duration scaling law. In more recent models of orientation processing, output from neurons tuned to one orientation is inhibited, or “normalized,” by an amount proportional to the pooled output of other neurons, and this normalization pool is likely affected by adaptation (24).

In theory, then, deprivation of vertical could reduce the amount of inhibition received by horizontal neurons, leading them to be more active and adapt by reducing their responsiveness over time. Our prior study (ref. 9, experiment 2), and an additional control study reported in supporting information, suggest that this process did not occur to a large extent in the present paradigm, however (see SI Effects of Deadaptation Upon NonDeprived Mechanisms and Fig. S1 for additional discussion).

The neural bases of long-term contrast adaptation have yet to be explored. Because it is orientation selective, the adaptation likely arises in primary visual cortex (V1) or later in the visual processing stream. Two studies have examined adaptation in V1 with inducing periods of a few tens of minutes (25, 26) and found strong effects there. V1 could provide the basis for the even longer-term effects observed here. Our previous work (9) measured detection thresholds after 4 h of adaptation and found effects still present after >10 min of testing. Because detection thresholds are often closely linked to neural activity in V1, this result is one piece of evidence that neurons there continue to adapt over long durations.

Kwon et al. (19) used fMRI to measures effects of 4 h of adaptation to a 66% reduction in overall contrast, and found effects in V1. It is unclear, however, whether these arose from short- or long-term mechanisms. The cellular mechanisms of long-term adaptation also remain unexplored. In V1, short-term adaptation to high contrast produces a hyperpolarization of neurons’ resting potentials (e.g., ref. 27). It is unknown whether similar mechanisms produce long-term adaptation.

Mechanisms of contrast adaptation likely exist at more than two timescales. In V1, effects appear following adapting durations lasting from milliseconds through minutes (1) and arise at different stages of neural processing (24), each of which could have its own time constant. In the retina, a rapid process that occurs within 100 ms of a stimulus differs in mechanism from longer-term adaptation (28), and similar, dissociable, very rapid adaptation is evident in motion-selective area MT, where it plays a role in motion perception (29). The prior behavioral work reviewed above is also consistent with separate shorter-term mechanisms of contrast adaptation acting over seconds and minutes (22, 23), as is additional behavioral work suggesting that contrast adaptation may be controlled by multiple mechanisms, but that was not concerned with the temporal properties of those mechanisms (30). Hence, the adaptation measured here likely represents the action of mechanisms near the long end of a continuous distribution across timescales.

Long-term visual adaptation also arises in response to naturally occurring visual challenges produced by disease and aging (e.g., refs. 31–33). Loss of central vision, for example, produces profound behavioral adaptation, although the neural bases of this adaptation remain controversial (e.g., refs. 34–38). The mechanisms of long-term adaptation identified here may be similar to those that control this natural adaptation. If so, studying long-term adaptation produced in the laboratory may lead to greater understanding of the processes by which humans adjust to visual challenges in the natural world.

Materials and Methods

For details, see SI Materials and Methods.

Subjects. Seven observers participated in the initial deprivation experiments and eight in the enhancement experiment. Twelve observers participated in the readaptation experiment. Experimental procedures were approved by the University of Minnesota Institutional Review Board.

Stimulus Display. The altered reality system is comprised of a camera connected to a laptop computer that feeds into a head-mounted display (9). Camera images were filtered in real-time by multiplying a second-order Butterworth filter with the captured image in the Fourier domain, and the inverse FFT of the resultant was displayed (9). Fig. 2 A and B show the original and filtered image, respectively, with the filter oriented to remove vertical energy.

Tilt Aftereffect Measurements. Stimuli were plaid patches made up of two 1.5 cd/pixel sine-wave gratings symmetrically tilted relative to vertical. We adopted a paradigm first introduced by Meese and Georgeson (39) in which the TAE could be investigated without presenting the adapted (vertical) orientation. The stimulus perceptually resembled a blurred square checkerboard. A TAE from adaptation to vertical causes the component gratings to appear symmetrically tilted relative to 45°, which, in turn, causes the checks to appear rectangular. After adaptation, subjects were given control of the physical tilt of the gratings and adjusted them to cancel out any TAE. In our first three experiments, subject set repeated matches over time to cancel the TAE; in the readaptation experiment, a computer-controlled staircase method was used. The physical tilt required to cause the checks to appear square was recorded as our measure of the TAE. The use of a plaid greatly eases the task for subjects and does not affect measures of TAE amplitude compared with more traditional measures (39). Our prior work also reported relatively long-lasting aftereffects (at least 20 min) by using a detection task (9).

Readaptation Protocol. This experiment had several stages (Fig. S5B) all completed in succession without breaks. Subjects: (i) Viewed unfiltered images for 15 min. (ii) Completed an initial set of tilt-aftereffect measurements, termed “baseline.” (iii) Adapted (to vertical de-adaptation) using the altered reality system for 8 min, the “initial adaptation”. (iv) Completed a second set of tilt aftereffect measurements, the pre-test. (v) Adapted for 4 h. (vi) Viewed unfiltered images for 15 min, the deadaptation period. (vii) Completed a third set of tilt aftereffect measurements, the deadaptation test. (viii) Adapted for a second 8-min period. (ix) Completed a final set of TAE measurements, the post-test.
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